
 Gem-lamps >>   2x  :

2x marble (technic)
2x gem*
1x small candle
1x silver ingot

*craftable in different colors using various gems (ruby, 
amethyst, emerald, topaz, sapphire, diamond)

Gold/Mithril bordered blocks >>   5x  :

5x block*
4x gold/mithril ingot

*goldblock, diamondblock, glass, mithrilblock, silverblock
amethystblock, emeraldblock, rubyblock, sapphireblock
taliniteblock,topazblock, crystal glass, quartzblock

no gold-bordered goldblock or mythril-bordered mithrilblock

 Bobblocks >>   4x:

2x glass
1x lightsource (small light cube, if home decor installed, 
else torch) 
4x item*
2x obsidian glass

        >> can be disabled in settings file

** = new blocks (not in original bobblocks mod)

craft these bobpoles out of one block (>> 4x)

*you can make these bobblocks in these colors using these 
recipes, there is an alternate item if the needed mod is not 
installed:

blue > mithril ingot (blue wool)
green > arol ingot (dark green wool)
grey > default stone
indigo > akalin ingot (magenta wool)
orange > topaz (orange wool)
red > ruby (red wool)
violet > alatro ingot (violet wool)
white > quartz crystal (diamond)
yellow > mese crystal
lime** > uranium ingot (green wool)
pink** > amethyst (pink wool)
cyan** > talinite ingot (cyan wool)

Colorable Mese Blocks   >> 1x  :
>> all colors from unified dyes supported
>> can be disabled in settings file
>> color machine support is planned 



 A Rainbow Mese Block   >> 8x  :

use one red, orange, regular, green, aqua, cyan, blue and
magenta mese block and one glass (shapeless)

this block can be used to craft nyan cats and their 
rainbows

Mese Rainbow dye   >> 2x  :

grind it into 2x mese rainbow dye

      Raw Nyan Cat   >> 1x:

and craft it into a raw nyan cat with 3 mese rainbow 
dyes, 2 flour, 2 magenta dyes and 2 violet dyes

that raw nyan cat can be cooked into a regular nyan cat

      Raw Nyan Cat Rainbow   >> 1x:

craft one raw nyan cat rainbow out of a nyan cat, 2 
rainbow mese blocks and 6 mese rainbow dyes

it can be cooked into a regular nyan nat rainbow

Glass Tables   >> 3x:

3x homedecor glass table*
2x item**

*it is possible to create these color-bordered tables 
with all three variants from homedecor modpack

 ** green > emerald, red > ruby, 
yellow > gold, blue > mithril

         Gold Fence, Quartz Fence   >> 4x:

craft 6 items (gold ingots/quartz crystals) like you do 
it with default fence



Marble Pillars   >> 6x  :

7x marble
2x item*

*craftable with:
fine gold wire, fine silver wire, marble bricks

for all three pillars you can craft bottom and top 
segments (>> 2x) using 2x pillars and three small 
slabs (get them from the moreblocks circular saw)

Marble-Checker Blocks   >> 4x:
crafted from 
>> 2x marble 
>> 2x item*

*can be crafted from: diamonds, gold ingots, 
mithril ingots, arol ingots, kalite and granite

they can be crafted in their mirrored counterparts 
and can be crafted back too

Both variants with circular saw support

Mese Crystal Block   >> 1x  :

craft it like a mese block, but a mese crystal 
fragment in the middle.

Can be crafted back into 8 mese crystals (you lose 
only one mese crystal fragment)

when you cook a mese crystal block, you get 146 
mesecon wires
it is planned to make this block mesecon-
conductable too.

with circular saw support



A gold Pedestal   >> 1x  :

craft it from 5 gold ingots and 2 fine gold wires

Silver – Mithril Fence   >> 2x  :

2x mithril ingot
2x silver pole

End Part   >> 2x  :

1x mithril ingot
2x silver pole

T – Part   >> 2x  :

3x mithril ingot
2x silverpole

 Crossing   >> 1x  :

2x mithril ingot
1x silver pole

Alone standing silver fence pole   >> 1x:

1x silver pole:

can be crafted back to silver pole:
can be used for silver-mithril fence parts too 
(replacing silver poles)

Edge Part >> 2x:

2x silver pole:
2x mithril ingot



Gold Poles   >> 4x:

3x fine gold wire

also craftable in silver (using file silver wires)
and craftable in quartz (using quartz crystals) 

Bottom / Top / „Both“ - Parts   >> 3x:

bottom / top part craftable with: 

2x pole 

1x gold /silver ingot /quartz crystal

„Both“ part craftable with:

1x pole 
2x gold /silver ingot /quartz crystal

Silver Wire Fence   >> 6x:

3x silver ingot
3x fine silver wire

Silver Wire Fence Pole   >> 2x:

3x silver pole 
or

3x silver fence pole
(same items used for silver – mithril fence)

Silver Wire Fence Left/Right End   >> 1x:

1x silver wire fence
1x silver wire fence pole

left end > fence on right side
right end > fence on left side



left / right fence ends can be crafted from their 
counterpart

Silver Wire Fence Edge   >> 1x:

2x silver wire fence
1x silver wire fence pole

can be crafted from one ending part and one fence 
too

Gold – Mithril Fences:
Gold Fence   >> 4x  :

5x gold ingot

another Gold Fence   >> 4x:

6x gold ingot

Gold Fence with Mithril   >> 4x:

5x gold ingot
1x mithril ingot

gold fences could be „upgraded“
>> possible with gold ingot and mithril ingot

and crafting the mirrored version is possible too

Gold-Mithril Fence Pole 1   >> 3x:

2x gold ingot
1x mithril ingot



Gold – Mithril Fence Pole 2   >> 3x:

1x gold ingot
1x fine gold wire
1x mithril ingot

Gold – Mithril Fence Edge   >> 1x:

1x gold fence (version 1)
1x gold fence (version 2)
1x gold mithril fence post (first variant)


